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PAY AND ALLOWANCE INCREASES

A number of determinations from the Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal 
during January have produced some smiling faces. SEATALK will not bore 
you with all the details of the announcements already made, however, some 
elaboration of the announcements may be of interest.

Seagoing Allowance
In presenting this case Navy, through the Chief of Defence Force, had seven 
claims relating to Seagoing Allowancebefore the Tribunal. All were 
successful. Of interest is the fact that the case was put to the Tribunal by the 
Director of Naval Service Conditions because of the temporary unavailability of 
the Defence Force Advocate. As you all know, Seagoing Allowance was 
structured into two rates: $2450 for seagoing ships and $1225 for non 
commissioned vessels and ships in refit of more than six weeks planned 
duration.

Seagoing Allowance is to compensate members for:

a. the exceptionally long hours worked, in addition to those in Service 
Allowance,
b. uncomfortable conditions,
c. inability to use leisure time (even in Hawaii!), and
d. curtailment of home contacts.
With the Second Tier and Flying Allowance increases, this is welcome news.
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M i  =From  the Editor's Desk:=

This edition will be my last as Editor.

I was employed on the RANEM to produce SEATALK on a part time basis of 
two days a week. This all worked well until I was offered civil full time 
employment in November. Obviously, something had to go. Regrettably it has 
to be SEATALK.

Without getting too sentimental, I will be very sorry to leave. I have been 
encouraged by the reception SEATALK has had and the general recognition 
that something like it had been required for some time.

The commitment to SEATALK has been made by the Navy. The support that I 
have had from officers, sailors and civilians in Navy Office has been strong and 
I would like to acknowledge it. I would particularly like to mention the staff of 
the Directorate of Naval Service Conditions and the Directorate of Sailors 
Postings who have had to meet most of my requests.

You, the readers, have also been active and kept me on my toes with your 
letters and questions. I have been particularly pleased to receive several 
letters from spouses which is an indication that the booklet is being taken 
home. This is very important and I would encourage you all to take a copy 
home.

Never forget that this publication is to meet your requirements. Rear Admiral 
Horton and his successor Rear Admiral Carwardine have been insistent that 
the Editor of SEATALK should answer questions honestly and include accurate 
information on topics which Navy readers want. There has been no pressure 
to print the party line but an acceptance of the need to present information 
honestly and fairly.

The new Editor has not been appointed at the time of preparation of this 
edition. Ensure that he keeps to the original aim by continuing to provide him 
with feedback so that it is clear what it is you want in your SEATALK.

HAYDN DAW

Published by authority of the Chief of Naval Personnel ©
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PROMOTIONS SECTION WITHIN 
SAILORS POSTINGS

In the last edition of SEATALK the Directorate of Sailors Postings was 
described in general terms. Because the Promotions Section is of such 
importance to all members of the Navy, particularly sailors, it’s function is 
described in more detail in this edition.

Warrant Officer G Bartlett heads the Promotion Section staff of nine, two Petty 
Officers, four Leading Seamen and three Able Seamen, all Writers. The 
section handles about 35000 PPIAs annually!

WHAT HAPPENS TO YOUR PP1 A?

When the PPIAs arrive in Navy Office they are:

a. checked against the covering receipt note to ensure that there are no 
omissions,

b. checked for accuracy and substantiation of extreme gradings,

c. registered,

d. then taken to the Electronic Data Processing section where the information 
on each PP1A is then ‘punched’ (or typed) into the computer and added to 
each members history, and

e. then returned to the Promotions Section for filing.

This may seem simple enough and if all went well it could be completed 
quickly, however, there are many rejections by the computer. They can result 
from typing errors, both from the compiling ship and the operator punching in 
the data. Due to the limitations of the current system and staffing, it will take a 
further week to have the rejected forms repunched. Some of the most 
common errors found on PPIAs include; personal numbers not corresponding 
with names, rank not correct, assessment dates incorrect, ship number not 
correct, assessment does not agree with box ticked and signatures missing in 
Section 6. These errors mean delays to inputs and forwarding of Status 
Advice Notes. Do what you can to make the system work better.
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Assuming that all has gone well with the computer, it will produce the new 
promotion list about four weeks after the due date for receipt of PPIAs in Navy 
Office. The new promotion list must be carefully checked to ensure that there 
are no omissions.

Status Advice Notes are then written up for all sailors on each list. Because 
this is done by hand, it will be another four to five weeks before they are ready 
for despatch. Status Advice Notes inform sailors of their Moving Average Total 
(MAT) and their promotion category. The Qualification Advice Note provides 
details of qualifications required before members on a promotion list.

THE PROMOTION LIST

A MAT is calculated for every sailor fully qualified for promotion. The MAT is 
calculated by averaging a number of reports, four for Able Seaman and eight 
for Leading Seamen, Petty Officers and Chief Petty Officers.

The Promotion List is simply a rank ordering based on the MATs. The 
Promotion List has a life of six months. At the end of that period a new 
Promotion List is established based on the new MATs from the most recent 
PPIAs.

HOW ARE PROMOTIONS AUTHORIZED?

The basic principle of the RAN Promotion System is:

‘Promotion of the most competitive sailor for the vacancy’

This promotion policy is put into effect each month (for each category?) by 
checking actual numbers against allowed numbers. This entails taking the 
latest monthly allowed numbers as supplied by the Director of Naval 
Manpower Policy and subtracting from them the numbers borne at that time, 
allowing for discharges, reversions etc. Any shortage then results in that 
number being promoted from the top of the promotion list. The Director 
General Naval Manning and Training authorizes the promotions.

RECENT MINOR CHANGES

Recent changes which you may have overlooked include:
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COMPUTER, COMPUTER ON THE DESK, 
WHO IS BETTER THAN ALL THE REST?

a. all sailors are now required to complete a minimum of three months 
effective service after promotion prior to leave and discharge,

b. Continuous Service Points have been abolished allowing the most 
competitive sailors to be promoted,

c. sailors promoted to Leading Seaman or Petty Officer after 1 January 1988 
must serve an additional period of twelve months in the rank before being 
promoted to the next higher rank, and

d . the revised promotion list has been abolished.

RE-ENGAGEMENT BOUNTY

Sailors who joined the RAN before 25 September, 1978 and who re
engaged for no less than three years after completing their first six or nine 
years service may be entitled to a one time payment of a Re-engagement 
Bounty of $1000. In recent years only apprentices who have completed an 
initial nine years would qualify.

If you think you are eligible, see the Pay Office and apply on form FK59.

DIVISIONAL OFFICER HANDBOOK

All officers, Lieutenant Commander and below, are entitled to a gratuitous 
copy of the Divisional Officers Handbook (ABR 1992). DI(N) ADMIN 100-3 
refers. If you are without, see your Supply Officer.
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DUTIES OF AN EXECUTOR
In an earlier article on wills the duties of the executor were mentioned. If you 
were asked to be an executor, do you have any idea what is involved? 
Naturally the amount of work involved will depend on the size and complexity 
of the estate. In your own case, as the welfare of your family could depend on 
the performance of your executor, choose with care.

The following chart (from ANZ Executors and Trustee) indicates what has to be 
done. Accountants and/or solicitors may be required to assist the executor 
with some tasks.
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15148

2350

1JAN87 RECRUITED
1987

15464

2034

LOSSES
1987

31DEC87

The continuing interest in the manpower situation has resulted in the inclusion 
of further material in this edition of SEATALK so that all readers have the latest 
information. The diagram above indicates that overall, Navy finished the 1987 
calendar year better than it started. Further comments follow.

Officers
During 1987, 181 officers up to the rank of Commander left the Navy. This
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number was far in excess of the yearly average of 117. It has caused 
significant problems at the Lieutenant and Lieutenant Commander ranks.

Sailors

Recruiting for General Entry intakes during 1987 was reasonably healthy; 1430 
against the target of 1571. However, there was a marked improvement for the 
August, September and October intakes, for which all targets were achieved. 
Shortfalls were most marked in the ET, ATC and ATWL categories, although 
the opening of these categories to 16 year olds has helped recruiting.

Whilst recruiting for the year replaced current wastage, it has not been 
possible to redress the existing shortages in all the categories affected. 
Initiatives have been taken with some categories that are critically short, RP for 
example, and from an employment point of view the shortages should start to 
be reduced from late 1988. This should see an improvement in the sea/shore 
roster, decrease dissatisfaction, help retention and improve the category 
shortages.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY INTO ADF WASTAGE

A sub committee of the Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and 
Trade is inquiring into personnel wastage rates in the Australian Defence 
Force. The inquiry, and its terms of reference, have been widely advertized 
in the national press, Service newspapers and Weekly Posting Lists.

Individuals are able to respond. If you wish to respond and are including 
facts and figures, ensure you check with Officers or Sailors Postings desk 
officers who will verify facts you may wish to use. Accuracy will give a 
submission greater impact. Closing date is 31 March, 1988.
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MANPOWER INITIATIVES IN 1987

A number of policy initiatives have been introduced in 1987. What were they 
and how successful have they been?

16 Year Old General Entry

The minimum age for some General Entry categories has been lowered to 16. 
This was done to widen Navy's recruiting base and has been most successful 
in bolstering numbers recruited.

General Duties Category

The General Duties category was introduced to release skilled sailors for their 
specialist employment. This has been a productive programme and many 
General Duties sailors will commence category training in April 1988.

RP Review

A review of the RP category has resulted in the Chief of Naval Personnel 
approving a full job analysis. An examination of RP training resulted in 
throughput being increased to provide more trained RP sailors to the Fleet.

Role of Females

The employment of females has remained under constant review and in 1987 
there were a total of 126 sea billets open to females.

Two Ocean Navy

The concept of a two ocean basing policy for Navy was introduced. As might 
be expected, the manpower implications are extensive. The need to provide 
location stability is important but very difficult when most of the shore 
infrastructure is in the East. The number and type of shore billets do not match 
the number of sea billets, so a sea and shore posting consecutively in the 
West is not possible for all. Careful consideration is given to postings, so that 
when ships are based at STIRLING in West Australia, turbulence and expense 
are minimised.
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REQUESTS FOR 
PERSONAL RECORDS

It is no longer necessary for Service and ex-Service personnel who wish to 
gain access to their personal records to apply under the Freedom of 
Information provisions. Those who wish to gain access to their personal 
record should submit requests as follows:

Sailors
Director of Sailors' Postings (SOR) 
D-2-24
Department of Defence (Navy Office) 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 
Telephone 062 654713

Officers
Director of Naval Officers' Postings (OR) 
D-3-18
Department of Defence (Navy Office) 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 
Telephone 062 653237

All Ranks Medical

Director General Naval Health Services 
CP4-7-25
Department of Defence (Navy Office) 
CANBERRA ACT 2600 

________ Telephone 062 663857_____________

LEAVE TRAVEL

It is essential that all members understand that ‘next of kin’ does not equal 
‘nominated family' for leave travel purposes. You can nominate anyone to be 
your next of kin. The position with regard to leave travel is different. Leave 
travel applies to give you an opportunity to travel to your family home if the 
Service causes you to be away from it. Normal entitlements are:
Single member - travel to the town in Australia where Mum/Dad normally live. 
Married member - travel to the town in Australia where your spouse normally 
lives. Check with the Coxswain if unsure of your entitlement.
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CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
WHAT HAS CHANGED 1980 TO 1987?

Our conditions of Service are always under review. They are not all being 
reviewed at the same time because that is neither possible nor necessary. To 
some extent the squeaky wheel gets the grease, but to be fair, there are 
regular reviews for most benefits. Others are the result of special action by the 
Defence Force or one of the Services.

A number of the financial conditions of service and the changes which have 
occurred since 1980 have been included in pages 12 - 14. 1980 has been 
chosen as the base year and the 1987 figures included to show the amount of 
improvement. There is no magic about the year 1980. About half the Navy 
has joined since that date and records for earlier years are not readily 
available.

When examining the figures keep the following points in mind:

The Consumer Price Index (CPI), or the cost of living, rose 79% from June 
1980 to June 1987. In very round figures the cost of living has almost doubled.

Many allowances are cost based and therefore could be expected to change 
with the CPI.

No attempt has been made to summarize the administrative procedures 
governing our conditions of service or the changes which have occurred.

If you compare Navy conditions of service with other groups ensure that the 
basis for comparison is the same and you are comparing like with like.

ABBREVIATIONS 
COS Conditions of service, 
oa On appointment 
pd Per day 
pa Per year

Note that the INDMAN 
reference is given for 
each COS

Increase more than CPI I I Increase less than CPI
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COS 1980 1987

Consumer Price 
Index

100 179

Base Salary 
LEUT

$14600 pa $26515 pa

Base Salary 
AB (PL4)

$10300 pa $18812

Disturbance All'nce 
Removal 5 (0505)

$380 --------  $660

Removal Indemnity 
(2101) $15000 I $45000

Service Allowance 
(0201)

$1538 pa

Travel Allowance 
Capital City (0401) 
Captain and below

$48.15 pd $89.00 pd and 
I higher

Submarine Service 
Allowance-Sea (0204)

$2250 pa I $6800 pa
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Uniform Maintenance 
Allowance Junior 
Sailors (0601)

$130 pa ■| $273 pa

Hot Conditions (0207) $1.00 pd $1.70 pd

Defence Service 
Home Loan

$15000 $25000

Confined Space 
Allowance (0206)

$1.60 pd $2.58 pd

Hard Lying (0205) $2.00 pd $3.10 pd (Note: 
new rates 
announced)

Clearance Diving 
(0110)

$2.10 pd on 
------- j occurrence

$3.16 pd

Flying Allowance 
LEUT (0106)

$2641 pa $3964 pa (Note: 
interim increase 
since announced)

Seagoing Allowance 
(0203) $809 Single 

$1023 Married

$2450 (Note: 1988 
not 1987)

Pet Relocation (1907) $32 $82
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Language Proficiency 
(0704)

$650 pa $1052 pa

Education Allowance 
Boarding (0501) $2905 pa $6876 pa

Temporary Accom 
Allowance (0504)

Too complex to 
display

Plus Serviced Apartments

Home Purchase and 
Sale Expense (0509)

Nil Can cover Legal and 
Conveyancing costs

Overseas Allowances 
(1801)

Cost Based Long Term Salary Based

Remote Locality 
Leave Travel (2601)

Biennial with Fares 
Assistance

Annual Darwin and 
Exmouth, Biennial Cairns 
and Townsville.

Maternity Leave 
(2604)

12 weeks paid leave Unchanged

Leave Without Pay 
(2608)

Limited to one year

Up to two years to 
accompany spouse on 
posting or for parental 
leave

Rations and Quarters 
Junior Sailor

$3.75 pd $6.60 pd
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I have continued to receive a steady 
stream of letters. Writers will have to 
excuse my delay in responding (see 
Editorial).
The prize for the best letter from a 
spouse goes to Mrs Dael Wicker of 
35 Bligh Avenue, Lurnea NSW, who 
wrote a long letter about the value of 
SEATALK to a spouse. I hope you 
liked the flowers!
I was unable to respond to two letters 
from the same person. I would have 
liked to, but no name and address 
was included.

Mrs A Hoare, Nowra, NSW writes. 
When my husband was posted to a 
Sydney based ship last September, 
we decided that the children and 
myself would stay on in Nowra. Is my 
husband entitled to reunion travel for 
four trips home each year?

Answer: When reunion travel was 
announced the understanding was 
that it would be for four reunion visits 
each year. However, Navy Office is 
waiting until the Determination is 
actually signed by the Minister before 
confirming eligibility rules.

Mrs Adams of Karanara, WA writes: 
It is our intention to leave our son at 
the College he is now attending as a 
boarder if my husband is transferred 
to a new locality in 1988. I would like 
to know how often reunion travel can 
be taken by my son?

Answer: In the situation you have 
described, there would be no 
entitlement to reunion travel at public 
expense. If you are eligible to receive 
Education Allowance for your son, he 
will be entitled to one reunion trip for 
each twelve months while in receipt 
of the allowance.

Lieutenant Commander Hobsbawn
asked a number of questions on pay 
and allowances and proposed 
SEATALK be used to disseminate 
this type of information. In particular, 
he asked what Service Allowance 
was made up of?

Answer: SEATALK has and will be 
used for the dissemination of 
information on pay and allowances. 
Sen/ice Allowance is paid to 
members to compensate for:

a. being subjected to Service
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discipline,

b. posting turbulence,

c. uncomfortable conditions, and

d. exceptionally long hours worked.

The Tribunal does not allocate 
proportions of the allowance to the 
individual components of the 
allowance in their determinations.

Petty Officer Robinson of HMAS 
COONAWARRA asked about 
progress on the consideration of an 
open engagement scheme which is 
under consideration for Navy?

Answer: The Navy is determined to 
move towards the introduction of an 
Open Ended Engagement (OEE) 
scheme. A study of the options 
available to meet Navy's 
requirements was conducted in 1987. 
The preferred option is to offer OEE 
at the enlistment point. There would 
be a return of service obligation to 
ensure value for training given. 
Current discharge provisions would 
apply.
The introduction of such a scheme 
may require changes to legislation - a 
matter currently being investigated.

Sub Lieutenant J M Leonard of 
HMAS ALBATROSS asked could a 
future edition of SEATALK explain the 
process involved in introducing a new 
piece of uniform?

Answer: This sounds like a loaded 
question from a female! It is a very 
complex and long winded process 
and on the surface difficult to see why 
changes should take so long. I have 
asked the Director of Naval Personal 
Services, who is responsible for 
uniform policy mattters, to produce an 
article explaining the process for a 
future edition of SEATALK.

Commander van Wyck of Navy 
Office, raised a number of issues 
concerning the DFRDB scheme and 
asked why officers suffer the penalty 
of a 3% reduction in retirement pay 
for each year less than the 
appropriate Notional Retiring Age?

Answer: This penalty was introduced 
as a result of the Jess Committtee 
review. The Committee felt that the 
norm for officers was a full career and 
they wanted a penalty included to 
discourage early retirement. The 3% 
per year reduction, for each year less 
than notional was the result.
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